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THE LAMPCO GROUP
As a well established firm, we have an enviable reputation 

for outstanding quality and reliability through a number 

of different services. 



LAMPCO GROUP

Live your life by Design

The Lampco Group, as a well established firm, have an enviable reputation for 

outstanding quality and reliability through a number of different services. 

Covering domestic, commercial and industrial projects, you can depend on us 

for expert management and advice whether you need assistance building a 

new development or choosing plumbing supplies for trade reasons.

Working throughout various London Boroughs and in the Home Counties, we 

can handle all sized requests. From small home improvement projects with a 

minimum value of £5,000, to large scaled industrial extensions and 

developments with a maximum value in excess of £5,000,000, rest assured that

our experienced and dedicated team can meet your demands.

LAMPCO GROUP

For more information about any of our services, or to discuss your project and 

to find out how we can help you, get in touch with us in London today using 

one of the methods listed.

Contact Lampco Group

Tel: 0208 799 0955

Fax: 020 8799 0956

Email: info@lampcogroup.com

Web: www.lampcogroup.com



LAMPCO CONSTRUCTION
A major part of the construction side of our business 
leans towards property refurbishments and developments. 



LAMPCO CONSTRUCTION

LAMPCO CONSTRUCTION

LEADING PROVIDERS OF DECENT HOMES PROJECTS ACROSS LONDON

Established in 2002, Lampco Construction have been trusted to be one of the 

main providers in the Decent Homes market in the South and South East of 

England. Meeting all industry set and governmental regulations, we refurbish 

properties into comfortable, liveable spaces using a professional and 

experienced skillset. Whether it's the building's support that needs 

maintenance, or the plumbing utilities require repairs, we can assist on a large 

or small scale basis.

Our management team have carefully selected the finest subcontractors to 

carry out any works where necessary. With a large, specialised team at your 

disposal, we have the capacity to handle up to 25 properties per project every 

week with a turnaround time of no greater than 10 days. According to the 

standards set by social housing authorities.

we can help to ensure that all homes are:
. Free of health and safety hazards . In an excellent state of repair
. Well insulated for comfort
. Fitted with modern installations in kitchens and bathrooms
. Equipped with efficiently working heating units

Contact Lampco Construction

Tel: 0208 799 0955

Fax: 020 8799 0956

Email: info@lampcoconstruction.com

Web: www.lampcogroup.com
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LAMPCO CONSTRUCTION
We assist with commercial and industrial buildings, 

and local authorities throughout Lon on.



LAMPCOCONSTRUCTION

New build constructions
Whether for domestic or commercial properties, we can help with projects with a value up 

to £10m. From full housing developments or a new showroom for your business, we'll meet 

all of your needs.

Listed building refurbishments
We pay close attention to the heritage of historic and listed buildings whether they are 

grade I, II or III. If you need assistance with a full refurbishment, our experienced team 

can help deliver the finest results.

Private dwellings
If you'd like a home extension or other construction works at your domestic property, we 

can assist you. From values ranging between £5,000 and £500,000 you can rely on us to 

deliver high quality in your timescale.

Better Homes standards are met
The Better Homes Standard far exceeds the government's minimum requirements. At 

Lampco Construction, we can ensure that all properties are modernised, attractive, and

well insulated.



LAMPCO PLUMBING
We are suppliers and stockists of plumbing products 
to retail and trade outlets. 



LAMPCO  PLUMBING

LAMPCO PLUMBING

LOOKING FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS FOR TRADE OR DIY REASONS?

Supplying a range of different plumbing products for a number of different 

appliances, you can find what you need with Lampco Plumbing Supplies in 

London. To create the perfect bathroom or kitchen that your customer has 

always dreamt of, we stock only the finest materials ranging from chrome and 

brass, to hardwood flooring and electrical fittings. You can design traditional 

and classic themes or a more modern and contemporary style with our range 

of options. 

If you're shopping for trade reasons, we can provide you with a selection of bulk 

items to prepare yourself for any works that you have coming up. You can give 

your customers a wide variety to choose from to ensure that they're satisfied 

with the project you're completing for them. Or if you simply need a couple of 

taps for your bathroom that you want to install yourself, we can help you. We 

tailor our service to your requirements and with our experienced and professional 

advice, can make recommendations to match your tastes.

 

Visit our showroom and trade counter in London to discuss your options. 

With top branded items at affordable prices, we can be your one-stop shop 

for whatever plumbing supplies you need.

Contact Lampco Plumbing Supplies

Phone: 020 8799 0950

Phone: 020 8799 0951

Email:   info@lampcoplumbingsupplies.com

Web: www.lampcogroup.com



LAMPCO PLUMBING
With traditional and modern themed accessories, to 
essential plumbing supplies including piping and fittings, 
we'll have what you need.

 



LAMPCOPLUMBING

Plumbing
Do you need piping to provide repairs to a radiator or boiler system? From copper fittings 

to durable plastics, we stock all types of different fittings and accessories to complete your 

plumbing installations and maintenance.

Heating
With a supply and install service, we can help with boiler systems and gas central heating. 

Whether on a large scale basis for a commercial property or an upgrade to an existing 

domestic system, you can rely on us.

Electrical
. Interior and exterior lighting  . Fuseboxes, plug sockets and switches
. Fire and smoke alarms  . Cables, wiring and data networking
. Electrical tools, testing equipment and more

Bathroom
. Bathroom suites  . Bathroom furniture and accessories
. Vanity and ceramic basins  . Taps and showerheads
. Baths, sanitaryware and jacuzzis



LAMPCO DEVELOPMENT
From the initial identifying of a site, to the conception and 
completion of the construction, Lampco Group can help 
with your new build developments.

 



LAMPCO  DEVELOPMENTS

LAMPCO DEVELOPMENTS

BUILD A NEW PROPERTY WITH LAMPCO DEVELOPMENTS IN LONDON

Lampco Developments can assist you with the entire process of building a 

new property. From locating a site for your new building to be constructed, 

to the conception of the schematics right through to the completion of the 

project, you can rely on us to take care of everything for you. 

We pride ourselves on the delivery of high quality constructions within a 

timescale that we can agree with you.

Our expertise knows no limits. Our domestic, commercial, retail and industrial 

services can help you to construct a new property for any reason throughout 

London and the Home Counties. Whether you'd like a new house for your 

family to live in, want to set up premises for a business expansion, or simply 

want an extension of an existing public building, we can help you.

 
You are included throughout the entire process and kept informed about the 

deliverables and viability. Working towards a budget set out by you in the 

initial development stage, we'll design a modern property that has all of the 

features and specifications that you demand. 

Contact Lampco Development

Phone: 020 8799 0955

Fax:      020 8799 0956

Email:   info@lampcoconstruction.com

Web: www.lampcogroup.com 



LAMPCO DEVELOPMENT
We provide domestic, commercial, and industrial services.



LAMPCODEVELOPMENTS

Residential
Don't wait for the right house to come on the market at the right price - you could be waiting 

a while! Lampco Developments can assist you in designing and constructing your dream 

home in London.

Commercial
All aspects for the development of a new commercial property are expertly researched 

before a brick is laid. Depending on your business size and what the building is for, we can 

design something to accommodate you. 

Industrial
Lampco Developments specialise in large scale projects for industrial usage. We'll take care 

of all of the architectural designs and planning permissions with local authorities to kickstart 

your project as soon as possible. 



Our team can help with the design and build process 
of stunning facades that are  attractive and energy 
efficient. 

LAMPCO FACADES



LAMPCO FACADES

LAMPCO FACADES

DESIGN STUNNING FACADES FOR YOUR PROPERTY

The front of your building is the first thing that people notice, and image is 

everything in the corporate world. Provide your clients with a lasting and 

positive first impression with an installation created by Lampco Facades. 

Tailored to your property's architecture, we take full control of the design 

and build process that can make your business stand out for all the right 

reasons.

As well as the aesthetical advantages that our facades can bring, there are 

also practical benefits that you can enjoy. Our low maintenance fittings are 

perfect for all building sizes and are built to last for many years to come. 

Offering full protection from the outside elements to improve your energy 

efficiency, your building can also increase its fire-resistance rating and  

improve the thermal properties with our specialist materials.

 
Lampco Facades offer a bespoke service that is tailored to your specifications 

and budget. Our experienced team can discuss your available options with 

professional advice on what is the best way to proceed with your project.

Contact Lampco Facades

Phone: 020 8799 0955

Fax:      020 8799 0956

Email:   info@lampcofacades.com 

Web: www.lampcogroup.com



LAMPCO FACADES
Our team can also protect your building from outside 
elements and improve your fire-resistance rating. 



LAMPCOFACADES

Design
Facades come in a variety of different shapes and sizes. Lampco Facades 

can visit your property for a full survey and come up with the schematics 

that not only are suited to your building, but also your tastes.

Build
Whether you have a multi-storey property or would like assistance with 

domestic developments, our team are fully qualified and regulated to 

provide you with a full building service in London. 

Architecture
Part of our design and build service is taking into consideration the 

architecture of the building and its current materials. With professional 

planning and drawing, we can create a facade that matches your property.



A
Development

And
Construction

Company
www.lampcogroup.com

Lampco Group

Phone: 020 8799 0955

Email: info@lampcoconstruction.com

Lampco Plumbing Supplies

Tel: 0208 8799 0950 / 0951

Email: info@lampcoplumbingsupplies.com
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